The scope is to study the nonlinear parabolic problem of forward-backward type m as V • q (Vu) on Qoo = ft x R + with initial data uo given in H&(Q). Here ft C R N is open, bounded with mildly smooth boundary and q € C(R N ;R N ), an analogue to heat flux, satisfies q = V# with <f> € C X (R N ) of suitable growth. When <f> is not convex classical solutions do not exist in general; the problem admits Young measure solutions. By that is meant a function u € H\ oc (Q<x>) FiL 00 (R + ; HQ(Q)) and a parametrized family of probability measures u = ( |/ x t t)(x t t)€Q O o related to u by Vu = /R" Ai/(dA) a.e. in Qoo] via 1/ the nonlinearity q{Vu) is replaced by the moment < v % q > = /JJN g(A)i/(dA) a.e. in Qoo and the equation is then interpreted in H~l. The family u is generated by the gradients of a sequence in #/ oc (<?oo), is non-unique, but through its first moment some of the classical properties are preserved: uniqueness of the function u is true; stability is reflected in a maximum principle and a comparison result. The asymptotic analysis yields, as time tends to infinity, a unique limit z and an associated Young measure i/°° such that the pair (z,i/°°) is a Young measure solution of the steady-state problem V • q(Vz) = 0. The relevant energy function is shown to be monotone decreasing and asymptotically tending to its minimum, globally and locally in space.
Introduction
We study the nonlinear evolution problem In section 4 we introduce the relevant energy function JE7(t) = J£° #**(Vu)(x,t) dx.
As time tends to infinity, the energy converges to zero roonotonically decreasing globally in space. We show that it also vanishes locally in space, that is, on any subdomain oiCQ (although not monotonically on u).
The forward-backward heat equation has also been studied by Hollig [H], Hollig and
Nohel [HN] and Slemrod [SI] . The treatment in [H] and [HN] A one dimensional convex analogue to V associated with a potential of linear growth has been studied by Zhou [Z] . The approach in [Z] differs from a Young measure viewpoint but here also a variational technique is developed to solve the stationary and evolution problems.
2 Uniqueness, stability and properties of the Young measure solution
Background
We start with the notion of a W lj> -gradient Young measure introduced in [KP2] and then describe some properties. Most statements appear in vectorial formulation although it is their scalar version which we shall make use of in this study. [Y] ; a version appears in Ball [Ba] and an extension was proved by Schonbek [Sc] .
By the theorem, a sequence (**)*> 1 of measurable, mildly bounded functions defined The proof can be found in [KP1] . Pait(ii) is a consequence of (i) and it implies that if
then the W lj) -gradient Young measure v = {y x )xzn generated by (Vit*>)j>o satisfies <*/,/>= /(Vu) x a.e. in fi.
The consequence of theorem 2.1 which we will have occasion to use directly in this paper occurs when a p-growth condition of the function / from below allows one to obtain information on the IP norm of the gradients. This is described in the next result and provides a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for a sequence of functions in The proof can be found in [KP1] .
The variational treatment and the existence of a Young measure solution
Assumptions. We define the two separable Banach spaces and We assume the heat flux satisfies g = V<j> on R N with <f> G C l {*. N ). We impose the growth conditions <p e £o, q € To and furthermore, £8<*";B") := |* € C(R*;R") : ^Hm^j^ exists j .
We let <f>** denote the convexification of 0, that is,
Since <f> is in C X (R N ) so is <f>** and we set p :=
We note that q = p on the set {<£ = <f>**} and that <£** and p satisfy the same growth conditions as <j> and 9 respectively. We assume <£"(0)=0 and p(0) = 0 which by the convexity of <f>** implies
Under these hypotheses we fix ideas by agreeing on the following: and 1/ = ( u x,t)(x,t)€Qoo a parametrized family of probability measures on R N such that the equilibrium equation
hold. Equivalently stated, equation (7) is (<2oo) and that (7) is satisfied also locally in time, that is, for test functions £ € HiodQoo) with t-slices C( # i*) € HQ(Q) for t > 0 a.e. and in particular for £ G HQ (QT) VT > 0. This means that in addition to (9) it is true that u t = V-<i/,g> inH^iQoo).
In particular, the solution u is an admissible test function. 
Z. A classical solution to V which is bounded in time is a measure solution with v = S^u.
We establish existence: Step 2. Using the growth conditions (5) and (6) on <p &nd 9 we obtain uniform estimates 
This in turn implies that the representation formula also holds for rp € T or Co{R N )
weakly in I? or weakly* in L°° respectively. A converse of this statement is given by corollary 2.6.
Assume that a sequence of Young measures is bounded in Lj^Qoo', S' o ).
Duality cannot be used here to ensure a limit point. However, we are able to reduce to the case of lemma 2.4 as follows: The proof of this remark is straightforward and is omitted.
Proof of lemma 2.4: Step 1. (Extract the subsequence of the measures) Fix T > 0.
It is straightforward to see that (I^Q) 
; ^o) and weakly* in L°°(Q T ; M(R N )).
We show now that the convergence remains valid if we allow tp to have higher growth provided we compensate by having uniformly bounded test functions. to i/ and proves the claim.
Claim
Step 2. We now show that the limit point v is an Tf/^QooJ-gradient Young measure. Proof: In the notation of theorem 2.3 recall that for x a.e. in fi and Vt > 0.
The idea is to find a sequence of gradients for which the representation formula holds for all functions in a dense set of
Then for each h > 0 the sequence (Vt/^*)*>o, where generates IA We apply lemma 2.4 on */* to extract a subsequence indexed by ti -> 0 along which the u h converge to an /^(QooJ-gradient Young measure u = (^,t)(x,t)€Qoo in the sense of the conclusion of the lemma. In particular,
(because id € ^b)i and (21) then gives
The technique used in the claim of Step 1 above can be modified to prove a slightly more general statement and a partial converse to remark 1 following lemma 2.4. This is summarized in the following corollary. 
Uniqueness and properties of the Young measure solution
The following lemma describes a property of the solution upon which the uniqueness proof relies.
Using the div-curl lemma as in step 1 we obtain (29) Of course, there is no similar assertion for the Young measure v.
The following Lemma gives some properties of the solution (u, v) which are consequences of the convexity of <j>** and the independence property. Most will be useful in establishing the uniqueness of the asymptotic limit (in section 3).
Jo Ja ot
Letting For the proof of the theorem we first establish two properties of W^uo), the set of weak limit points of (u(-,t)) t>0 in HQ{Q). This is the content of lemma 3.2 below. 
